
 

Affordable Entry Level Induction Machine 

 

SealerOn™-500 

Induction Machine 

SealerOn™ is the tradename owned by 

Australian company Benefel Pty Ltd. 

 

SealerOn™  is a series of entry level induction 

sealing machines. 

 

Supplied into a number of countries, the 

SelaerOn™ range represents quality, safe 

entry level induction sealing equipment. 

 

For your local Supplier and support see 

Contacts Details on:  URL: 

http://www.sealeron.com 

http://www.sealeron.com/ 



 

The SealerOn™500 is supplied to seal Flat Cap Bottles and Jars with a 

closure size range of 28 to 110mm. The typical conveyor speed range is 

8 to 15 Meters per Minute depending on the cap size. 

 

A more dedicated tunnel sealing head is available for speciality caps. 

 

IMAGE FRONT VIEW 
DESCRIPTION: 

OPTIONS: 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

http://www.sealeron.com/ 

 

Missing Foil Detector: This is a module that senses the bottle with a 

photo sensor.  It then looks at the top of the cap with a foil sensor to see 

if the cap has a foil inside.  If the cap has no foil, an air cylinder ejects the 

bottle from the conveyor.  This is called a “missing foil detector”. 

 

Tunnel Sealing Head to suit Specialty Caps like Twist Spout, Sports 

Caps and Flip Top Lids. 

 

Variable Speed Product Conveyor 

 

Power: 3.0 KW 

Available Voltages:  AC 110V/220V/240V 50/60Hz 

CE Certification : LV     (LOW VOLTAGE)  

EMF  (ELECTRO MAGNETIC) 

Available Cap Range: 20-120mm Diameter  

Main Electronics Cabinet Size:  300mm(wide)x 300mm(deep) x 

450mm (tall) 

Front View Image Dimensions: 900mm(wide)x 700mm(deep) x 

1600mm (tall) 

MISSING FOIL DETECTOR 

MISSING FOIL MODULE CLOSE UP 



 

How Induction Sealing Takes Place? 
 

 
As soon as the container has been filled and capped – with a 

closure fitted with an induction liner – it travels or is placed beneath 

the induction sealing system. The non-contact heating system 

bonds the liner to the container resulting in a tamper evident, air-

tight and water-tight seal. Induction sealing machines or sealers, 

sometimes referred to as heat sealers, facilitate a product seal by 

emitting a high energy concentrated electromagnetic field. This field 

is created using high current thick windings (coils of wire), with 

voltage and current that switches back and forth at many thousands 

of times per second. The electromagnetic field passes through 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    the air and the plastic of the container's cap to reach the metal foil 

    of the Induction Liner.  The field then generates high frequency 

    alternating currents on the surface of the foil which causes the foil 

    and sealing layer to heat up.  When the field is no longer present 

    everything cools down and the sealing layer "sets" onto the top 
    surface of the container's opening. 
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DESCRIPTIONS: 

 

http://www.sealeron.com/ 

 
SealerOn™ Entry Level Induction Machines Series 

 

SealerOn™100 SealerOn™400 SealerOn™700 

The SealerOn™400. This has been 

the Flagship of the SealerOn™ 

range and is being replaced by the 
SealerOn™500.. 

The SealerOn™700. Semi-automatic 

Bench-Top induction machine, a real 

work-horse capable of thousands of 

sealing cycles  daily. 

We are pleased to be able to provide 

a safe option for those looking for a 

low budget entry level bench top or 

hand held Induction Sealing Machine. 


